
Preface 

Welcome to the Fourth Edition of Modern Advanced Accounting in Canada. We are
delighted to announce that Darrell Herauf has come aboard as co-author. Darrell  is
a CA and CGA who has been instructing accounting courses at Carleton University
since 1979.

In this new edition, we continue with the presentation of advanced accounting
topics that has been so well received by such a large number of instructors and stu-
dents. The emphasis on the direct approach of preparing consolidated financial
statements along with the “building block” development of the basics of consoli-
dations has been maintained and strengthened. Some illustrations of working
papers are still provided in earlier chapters while in later ones they appear in appen-
dices.

All applicable new CICA Handbook sections have been included to further
enhance the book’s well-deserved reputation for being the most current, concise,
and technically accurate advanced accounting text on the market. Not only are the
requirements of Canadian accounting standards thoroughly illustrated and
explained, but also the related CICA Handbook sections are reproduced to encour-
age students to read and interpret accounting standards on their own. This feature
is important because of the emphasis that self-learning will have on future account-
ing careers.

New Features
• All actual and proposed CICA Handbook changes released up to November 30,

2004 have been fully incorporated. These include:

The relevant provisions from the three exposure drafts, “Financial
Instruments,” “Hedges,” and “Comprehensive Income.” We have also incor-
porated the planned removal of Section 3010, “Temporary Investments” and
the replacement of Section 3050, “Long-term Investments” with a revised
Section 3051, “Investments.”

• An expanded discussion of impairment testing as it is applied to goodwill,
intangibles, and all other assets.

• The addition of a section on government financial reporting to provide an
overview of current standards and practice in this area.

• A complete discussion of the purpose of and the financial reporting require-
ments for variable interest entities (special purpose entities).

• A prologue has been introduced which briefly reviews the objectives of financial
reporting and financial statement concepts, and emphasizes the need for stu-
dents to develop professional judgment in addition to learning new accounting
concepts.
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• Examples of financial statements from real organizations have been added to
further illustrate proper financial reporting and accounting practices in other
countries.

• Up-to-date “Items of Interest,” highlighted with a new icon, containing real-
world news events have been included where applicable to further enliven the
reader’s interest in a topic. 

• New examples and explanations have been added to make the book even more
user-friendly.

• Basic concepts and principles supporting accounting practices are given more
emphasis within the chapter and in the end-of-chapter material.

• New multiple-choice questions, cases, and problems have been added. Each
chapter now includes at least one case. Furthermore, additional multiple-choice
questions and cases are available on the book’s Online Learning Centre.

• The number of chapters has been reduced to thirteen by moving the former
chapter on comprehensive revaluations, bankruptcy, and receivership, to the
book’s Online Learning Centre (www.mcgrawhill.ca/college/hilton), where it
joins another chapter on partnerships.

Organization 
Chapter 1 is a survey of international accounting practices. It has been updated to
include the latest happenings on the international scene. Selected portions of the
financial statements of public companies located in the Netherlands, Germany,
Japan, and Great Britain have been reproduced in an appendix.

Chapter 2 commences with an overview of the CICA pronouncements that make up
the “big picture.” Readers are encouraged to revisit this “big picture” many times as
consolidation topics are developed in later chapters so that they do not lose sight of
the forest as they examine the myriad of details that make up the trees. Differential
reporting is introduced and revisited in succeeding chapters in discussions of areas
where it is allowed. The chapter continues with a comprehensive examination of
held-for-trading, available-for-sale, and significant influence investments and con-
cludes with a self-study problem. Coverage of the topics in this chapter could be
postponed until after Chapter 8 without breaking continuity or could be omitted
altogether if it is felt that adequate coverage has occurred in previous intermediate
accounting courses.

Chapter 3 discusses two forms of business combinations and three methods that
have been proposed or used to account for business combinations in past years. The
acquisition of assets and the acquisition of voting shares are used to illustrate the
purchase method of accounting for a business combination, with illustrations and
discussions of the pooling-of-interests method relegated to an appendix.

Chapter 4 examines the preparation of consolidated financial statements as at the
date a parent obtains control over a subsidiary. The direct and working-paper meth-
ods are both illustrated for 100 percent owned subsidiaries as well as for those that
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are less than 100 percent owned. Consolidation theory is introduced and the con-
cept of push-down accounting is illustrated. Reverse takeovers are covered in an
appendix.

Chapter 5 and 6 cover what is essentially one topic: the preparation of consolidated
financial statements subsequent to the date of acquisition. Chapter 5 illustrates the
procedures followed when the parent has used the equity method. The new require-
ments for the accounting for goodwill and other intangibles are covered and a full
discussion of the CICA Handbook’s asset impairment tests is provided. Chapter 6 uses
the same examples but assumes that the cost method has been used. Both the direct
and working-paper approaches are used. Each chapter concludes with a self-study
problem and a solution prepared using the direct approach. Ten basic steps in the
preparation of consolidated statements are introduced, which form the foundation
for the consolidation topics in the chapters that follow. 

Chapter 7 deals with the elimination of intercompany revenues and expenses as well
as intercompany unrealized profits in inventory and land. The income tax matching
associated with the holdback and realization of intercompany profits form an inte-
gral part of the discussions and illustrations. Consolidation theories are discussed as
they apply to intercompany profits. An additional feature is the introduction of top-
ics such as acquisition dates other than at year-end and discontinued operations and
extraordinary items. The chapter concludes with a comprehensive self-study prob-
lem using the direct approach.

Chapter 8 discusses the elimination of intercompany profits in depreciable assets, the
recognition of gains or losses resulting from the elimination of intercompany bond-
holdings, and the related income tax adjustments that are required. Two self-study
problems are presented with solutions using the direct approach.

Chapter 9 discusses the preparation of the consolidated cash flow statement and such
ownership issues as subsidiaries with preferred shares, step purchases, reduction of
parent’s interest, and indirect holdings. In all situations the direct approach is used.

Chapter 10 examines other consolidation reporting issues, including variable interest
entities, the proportionate consolidation of joint ventures, future income taxes and
business combinations, and segment disclosures.

Chapter 11 introduces the topic of foreign currency. Foreign currency transactions are
discussed, as is the concept of hedging and hedge accounting. The handling of for-
eign currency gains and losses from both current and non-current monetary posi-
tions is illustrated as are the accounting for fair value and cash flow hedges. All
accounting for hedges is based on the CICA exposure draft which is expected to take
effect in October 2006.

Chapter 12 concludes the foreign currency portion of the text by examining and illus-
trating the translation and subsequent consolidation of integrated and self-sustain-
ing foreign operations. The reporting of exchange gains and losses from the transla-
tion of self-sustaining subsidiaries in comprehensive income is also illustrated and
is based on a CICA exposure draft which is expected to take effect in October 2006.
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Chapter 13 discusses in depth the seven not-for-profit sections in the CICA Handbook.
The chapter concludes with a comprehensive illustration of the required journal
entries and the preparation of financial statements, using both the deferred contri-
bution method and the restricted fund method. Appendix A provides a real-life
example of the deferred contribution method by reproducing the financial state-
ments of the Winnipeg Foundation. Appendix B provides a comprehensive outline
of the PSAB reporting requirements for federal, provincial, and local governments.

Note: Bonus Chapters online (www.mcgrawhill.ca/college/hilton) include “Partner-
ships” and “Comprehensive Revaluation of Assets and Liabilities/Bankruptcy and
Receivership.”

Instructor Resources:

iLearning Sales Specialist
Your Integrated Learning Sales Specialist is a McGraw-Hill Ryerson representative
who has the experience, product knowledge, training, and support to help you assess
and integrate any of the following products, technology, and services into your
course for optimum teaching and learning performance. Whether it’s using our test
bank software, helping your students improve their grades, or putting your entire
course online, your iLearning Sales Specialist is there to help you do it. Contact your
local iLearning Sales Specialist today to learn how to maximize all of McGraw-Hill
Ryerson’s resources!

iLearning Services Program 
McGraw-Hill Ryerson offers a unique iLearning Services package designed for
Canadian faculty. Our mission is to equip providers of higher education with supe-
rior tools and resources required for excellence in teaching. For additional informa-
tion visit 
http://www.mcgrawhill.ca/highereducation/iservices.

Instructor’s CD-ROM
This CD-ROM includes the following instructor supplements:

• Solutions Manual containing thorough, up-to-date solutions to the book’s end-
of-chapter material.

• New Test Bank (Word document) containing approximately 750 multiple-
choice and 150 problems.

• PowerPoint® slides to support and organize lectures.

Online Learning Centre (www.mcgrawhill.ca/college/hilton)    
This text-specific web site provides vital support for learning and teaching. The
Instructor Centre includes bonus chapters, additional cases and solutions, and
downloadable supplements such as the Solutions Manual and PowerPoint® slides.
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PageOut     
Visit www.mhhe.com/pageout to create a web page for your course using our
resources. PageOut is the McGraw-Hill Ryerson web site development centre. This
web page-generation software is free to adopters and is designed to help faculty cre-
ate an online course complete with assignments, quizzes, links to relevant web sites,
and more—all in a matter of minutes.

In addition, content cartridges are available for the course management systems
WebCT and Blackboard. These platforms provide instructors with user-friendly, flex-
ible teaching tools. Please contact your local McGraw-Hill Ryerson iLearning Sales
Specialist for details.

Primis Online     
Primis Online gives you access to our resources in the best medium for your stu-
dents: printed textbooks or electronic e-books. There are over 350,000 pages of con-
tent available from which you can create customized learning tools from our online
database at www.mhhe.com/primis.

For the Student:

Online Learning Centre (www.mcgrawhill.ca/college/hilton)    
The Student Centre of this website contains an interactive student component with
multiple-choice questions, true/false questions, fill-in-the-blank questions, a Globe
and Mail news feed, and Internet exercises as well as two bonus chapters.
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